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4K OVER EVERYTHING

The New INFINIUM HD 4K Video Distribution - Any Signal - Any Network - Any Device

From $995
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VeCOAX MINIMOD-2


#1 Best-Selling HD Modulator in USA



Only $495
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VeCOAX MINI Series


HDMI SDI video distribution to TVs on coax



From $295
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VeCOAX BLADE


Multi-Channel HDMI SDI video distribution to TVs



From $819
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VeCOAX ULTRA 8


1-8 channels HDMI SDI to coax RF modulators



From $999
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VeCASTER IP Encoders


Professional HDMI / SDI Live Streaming with any protocol including SRT and Built-In Server



From $495
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Video To Smart TVs


VeCODER/VeCASTER send your HD 4K HDMI Video direct to Smart TVs / Amazon Firestick / Apple TV / ipads /etc..



From $495
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VeCODER IP Encoders


Professional Live Streaming Encoders with any protocol including SRT and Built-In Server



From $2,990
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VePLAYER IP Decoder


Live Streaming HDMI / SDI Decoders H264 HEVC up to 4K and SRT Super Low Latency protocol



From $495
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VuMATRIX FX 4K


4K60 HDR HDMI Over IP matrix system with Free App Control ZERO Latency over 1 Gigabit @ Infocomm 2019



From $495
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VMX 4K Video-Walls


4K HDR Modular controllers for any TVs @ Infocomm 2019



From $2,475
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